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Critical Race Theory for Pharmacy
Diversity Curriculum

To theEditor: The reviewarticle byBush,McLaughlin
and White published in the September 2017 issue of the
American Journal of Pharmaceutical Education regard-
ing diversity education research among colleges and
schools of pharmacy in the United States is timely and
thought-provoking.1 The authors discuss how pharmacy
education literature concerning diversity has been driven
by aspects of the Learning, Diversity, and Research
(LDR) model, yet research foci, target efforts and recom-
mendations generally lie within the Affirmative Action
and Equity (AAE) and Multicultural and Inclusion Di-
versity (MID) frameworks. More specifically, the LDR
model’s aspects regarding changing demographics, per-
sistent inequalities, and our global economy have been
cited as reasons to pursue diversity scholarship. However,
the authors contend that current research and recommen-
dations within pharmacy educational research have not
yet embraced the target efforts and recommendations of
the LDR model, namely targeting both majority and mi-
nority groups and emphasizing diversity in the curriculum
and faculty research, respectively. The authors recom-
mend aligning curriculumwith the LDRmodel, challeng-
ing our academy to look beyond federally protected
groups and include other aspects of diversity, citing “in-
tellectual and cognitive diversity” as possible core diver-
sity goals.1

However, as described by Williams, one of the limi-
tations associated with the LDR model is eclipsing his-
torical disparities that was central to the AAE and MID
frameworks.2Moreover, as Schiele emphasizes, diffusing
the concept of diversity inadvertently leads to an “equal-
ity of oppression,” and may lead students to ignore racial
differences.3 In light of recent national discussions and
tensions about race, I would caution the adoption of LDR
principles in the curriculum without the foundational as-
pects of the AAE andMIDmodels. Williams emphasizes
this by advocating for “integrating these frameworks in
ways that complement each other and achieve the institu-
tion’s diversity goals.”2 As such, I offer a possible solu-
tion to use the contemporary LDR framework while
maintaining foundational aspects of the AAE and MID
models: adopting critical race theory (CRT) as one of the
primary organization capabilities driving the curricular
and co-curricular experiences of student pharmacists.

Derived from legal scholarship and drawing from
many disciplines including sociology, ethnic and cultural

studies, CRT challenges the dominant ideologies of
objectivity and color blindness as a means to analyze in-
equality.4 As Solorzano describes, it “seeks to identify,
analyze and transform those structural and cultural as-
pects of society that maintain subordination and margin-
alization” of racially diverse populations.4 At its core,
CRT contends that our society’s analysis of law and
basic social structures are far from race neutral, which
influence individual thoughts and interactions.5 The
beauty of this anti-oppression theory lies in its ability
to transcend and influence the individual, the institution
and other levels of the system because of its overt cri-
tique of dogmas and institutionalized structures regard-
ing race that have remained unexamined for decades.3,5

With respect to student pharmacists specifically,
addressing CRT in diversity curriculum offers students
the opportunity to recognize the causes and conse-
quences of racism and articulate unjust practices against
racially diverse people.

The challenges for our pharmacy academy to em-
brace CRT as a basic tenet of diversity curriculum may
seem insurmountable. Racism is endemic in our everyday
lives, let alone our health care and education systems we
choose to engage in as professionals. Discussions on race,
and the innate principles of CRT, will make educators,
clinicians, and students feel uncomfortable. Resistance is
expected as a part of the diversity training process, and
those involved must be prepared and adequately trained
for such discussions. This letter in itself may ignite emo-
tional distress to some. However, the troublesome emo-
tions that arise will give way to self-transcendence.
Educators and students will accept that racism is woven
into the fabric of the United States, and it is our duty as
a profession to equip ourselves with tools to confront
racism toward our patients, our colleagues and (some-
times seemingly forgotten) ourselves.

Other health care professions including nursing and
medicine, as well as social work education, have initi-
ated discussions regarding the infusion of CRT into cur-
riculum.6-9 As aforementioned, it has garnered national
attention, with recent articles citing the unproportionate
higher death rates of black women giving birth10 and
patients refusing care from health providers from differ-
ent races.11 As such, I challenge pharmacy educators to
embrace the principles of CRTwhen developing diversity
curriculum. We have the opportunity to stand as a united
front with other health care professions. By embracing
both the LDR model and CRT as one of its emphases,
pharmacy education has the potential to expand the di-
alogue on racism and develop a pharmacy workforce that
will expose and advocate against racism in our health care
system.
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